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Abstract

We describe an architecture for distributed collaborative visualization that integrates video conferencing, distributed data management and grid
technologies as well as tangible interaction devices for visualization. High-speed, low-latency optical networks support high-quality collaborative
interaction and remote visualization of large data.
c© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The study of complex problems in science and engineering
today typically involves large scale data, huge computer
simulations, and diverse distributed collaborations of experts
from different academic fields. The scientists and researchers
involved in these endeavors need appropriate tools to
collaboratively visualize, analyze and discuss the large amounts
of data their simulations create. The advent of optical networks,
such as the 40 Gbps research network currently being
deployed across Louisiana,1 opens doors to lower latency,
higher bandwidth approaches that allow these problems to be
addressed, particularly in highly interactive environments, as
never before.

This article describes recent work to develop generic,
novel techniques that exploit high speed networks to provide
collaborative visualization infrastructure for such problems.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 2255780811.
E-mail address: ahutanu@cct.lsu.edu (A. Hutanu).

1 Louisiana Optical Network Initiative. http://www.loni.org.
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The particular driving problem is provided by a numerical
relativity collaboration between the Center for Computation &
Technology (CCT) at LSU, and colleagues in Europe, including
the Albert Einstein Institute (AEI) in Germany. The task at hand
is to collaboratively visualize the gravitational wave output
from simulations of orbiting and colliding binary black holes.
The collaborators already hold joint meetings each week using
AccessGrid technologies. However, much higher image quality,
resolution, and interactivity are needed to support collaborative
visualization and deep investigations of data.

Some of the most important issues a collaborative
visualization environment needs to tackle are: minimizing
latency in the interaction loop, maximizing the performance
and quality of the visualization and effectively coordinating the
use of various resources. These can be conflicting goals leading
to different design decisions. A possible strategy to minimize
interaction latency is to replicate sections of the visualization
pipeline (data access ⇒ filtering ⇒ rendering ⇒ display)
to each of the participating users. However, having more
visualization processing taking place on local machines leads
to increasingly difficult synchronization between the distributed
users. Moreover, the performance of the visualization is
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the visualization server-based collaborative environment which combined Brno, Baton Rouge, and San Diego at iGrid 2005.
constrained by the capacity of the hardware available at each
of the participating sites. In this article we show how the latest
technologies in video conferencing, interaction, distributed
visualization, grid computing and networking are utilized
to create a powerful, high-quality visualization server-based
collaborative environment. We also present details of a practical
experiment performed during iGrid 2005.

2. Collaborative environment

In our system high-definition video and audio transport
software and hardware is used to connect sites in a video
conference session. One site serves as the host for the
visualization application, whose output (rendered images)
is connected to the video conference. Remote collaborators
follow, interact with and steer the visualization using custom-
made interaction devices deployed at all the sites (see Fig. 1).

2.1. Video transport system

Compression of video streams is useful for reducing the data
rate [1] but it comes at the cost of inducing additional latency
and having to deal with the issue of quality degradation due
to data loss in the network. Using standard videoconferencing
technologies may require separation of the interactive and
collaborative part from the high-resolution visualization [2].

For video transport we are using our custom solution based
on uncompressed high-definition video described in more detail
in an article titled “High-Definition Multimedia for Multiparty
Low-Latency Interactive Communication” in this issue. This
system captures HD-SDI video with full 1080i resolution
(1920 × 1080 image, 60 fps interlaced) and sends the data over
the network resulting in 1.5 Gbps per each video stream. For
three video streams (one visualization, two video conference)
this totals 4.5 Gbps required at each of the participating
sites. In addition to the network bandwidth requirements, it is
advantageous to use dedicated network circuits with very low
jitter and small packet reordering that eliminate the need for
substantial video buffering. Optical paths or “lambdas” meet
all of these requirements, and their usage reduces the latency
originating in the network to the minimum.

In this setup the end-to-end latency from camera capture
to display without taking the network latency into account is
approximately 175 ms. In order to integrate visualization into
the system we use a Doremi XDVI 20s box that converts the
output of the visualization server (DVI format) to HD-SDI.
According to the product specifications this converter induces a
latency of 30 ms.2

An alternative to hardware video capture is to use
pixel readback on the rendering machine(s) as in Griz [3].
Video transmission performance is in this case negatively
influenced by the rendering overhead and modifications of the
visualization application are required.

2 At 1920 × 1080 @ 65 Hz DVI input and 1080i HD-SDI output.
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The video data is distributed to the other participating sites
using UDP packet reflector technology [4].3 The switching
capacity required by this setup is equal to the number of
participants × number of video streams × 1.5 Gbps. For three
sites and three video streams this adds up to 13.5 Gbps required
in switching capacity.

2.2. Interaction

In the initial stages of the iGrid experiment, we saw how
remote mouse control (e.g., via the Synergy program) can grow
practically unusable over high-latency (>1 s) image-streaming
pipes. Even with lower latency, there are major practical
challenges in allowing numerous users to collaboratively
manipulate a shared visualization via mouse-based interaction
(whether with one or many cursors).

In response, we made experimental use of physical
interaction devices called “viz tangibles”. We planned to deploy
both a “parameter pad”, with two embedded knobs; and an
“access pad”, allowing the parameter knobs to be rebound to
different parameters using RFID-tagged cards. In practice, we
deployed only the parameter pads, each statically bound to two
parameters: object rotation and global timestep.

For iGrid, four sets of parameter pads were deployed: two in
San Diego, and one apiece in Baton Rouge and Brno. Each pad
contained two PowerMate USB knobs. These were connected
to Mac Mini machines running Linux Fedora Core 4, using
routed TCP sockets via 100 MB Ethernet. The synchronization
between users is reduced to a simple aggregator software that
uses clutching to transform the four sets of incoming wheel
updates to one set of visualization parameters.

3. Distributed visualization

Responsive interaction is critically important for collabora-
tive visualization systems, and one approach suitable for high
speed optical networks is to move appropriate parts of the sys-
tem to remote computers.

In our case we separate the visualization front-end from a
distributed data access server with a 10 Gb network connecting
the machines running these components. This improves
performance in two ways. First, by distributing the data server
we can access multiple storage resources and parallelize the
data access operations. Second, by using the remote machines
to pre-cache the large data set to be visualized improves
responsiveness since main memory access is faster than disk
access. High-speed networks that provide bandwidths larger
than disk transfer rates make transferring data from remote
memory faster than reading data from the local disk. In effect,
we are using a large pool of memory distributed over multiple
remote computers, similar to LambdaRAM/Optiputer [5].

With distributed resources network latency can become an
issue for the application. In order to limit the effect of latency
on the visualization system, we build upon a remote data access

3 During iGrid, packet reflectors were running on machines located at
StarLight, Chicago, where all the network links met.
Fig. 2. Requesting visualization of new data.

system that separates data selection from data transport [6,7].
This allows pipelining and asynchronous execution and reduces
the overhead of a remote data access operation to a maximum
of one network Round-Trip Time (or RTT). For our experiment,
network transport performance was more important as the data
transfer time is about one order of magnitude larger than the
network RTT.

Fig. 2 illustrates the interactions between the components of
the visualization system as triggered by a user request for new
data to be visualized. When one of the users participating to the
collaborative session requests that a new portion of the dataset
should be visualized, the visualization application determines
which section of the data needs to be supplied by each data
server and communicates the individual selection to the servers.
Upon receiving the requests the servers will start delivering
their data in parallel to the visualization application. The data
servers are also capable of performing subsampling operations,
a feature that allows multi-resolution rendering approaches.

User interactions that do not require any modifications of the
visualization data, such as viewpoint changes (rotations) do not
trigger any communication between the visualization front-end
and the data servers.

4. Grid technologies

We consider that scheduling of resources (as opposed to
having the servers run permanently) for running the data servers
is required if the data selection/filtering operations are non-
trivial (i.e. they are CPU intensive) or if any type of caching
is used on the server side (as is the case in this experiment). To
execute the distributed visualization application, a component
was needed that could co-schedule the required compute
and network resources. To this end, the HARC (Highly
Available Robust Co-scheduler) framework was developed and
deployed.4

4 The HARC/1 implementation, which was used here, is available for
download at http://www.cct.lsu.edu/personal/maclaren/CoSched/.

http://www.cct.lsu.edu/personal/maclaren/CoSched/
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Fig. 3. Job scheduling and submission.

To ensure that all the resources are made available for the
same time period, HARC uses a phased commit protocol; we
assume that each resource has a scheduler capable of making
and honoring advance reservations.5 The co-scheduler asks
each resource to make a tentative reservation for the required
time (prepare); if, and only if, all resources respond in the
positive (prepared), are the reservations confirmed (commit).
In all other situations, the tentative reservations are removed
(abort).

To avoid the blocking problems of the classic two-phase
commit protocol, where the Transaction Manager is a single
point of failure, HARC is based on applying Lamport’s Paxos
Consensus Algorithm to the transaction commit problem [8].
Multiple Acceptors co-operatively play the role of the
Transaction Manager; a deployment with 2n + 1 Acceptors
can tolerate failure of n Acceptors. Even with conservative
estimates of Mean-Time to Failure and Mean-Time to Repair, it
is possible to deploy a set of seven Acceptors with a Mean-Time
to Failure measured in years.

After successful co-scheduling, the Grid Application Toolkit
(GAT) [9], which provides a simple generic job-submission
interface, is used to submit the jobs to the compute resource
reservations, through the chosen Grid resource management
system. For the iGrid demonstration, Globus GRAM was
used to access PBSPro schedulers and the Globus middleware
(GRAM client) was used to build the underlying adaptor that
implemented the job submission functionality of the GAT API.

Fig. 3 shows the interactions between the various Grid
components for data job scheduling and submission. Only one
set of local scheduler/wrapper service/Globus GRAM is shown
but multiple instances of these services are involved in these
interactions (one for each compute resource).

5 In the case of the Calient DiamondWave switches, this had to be
constructed. The scheduler consists of a timetable for each port in the switch;
a reservation requests a number of connections which should be active during
the reservation.
5. Results and conclusions

5.1. iGrid scenario

For the demonstration in San Diego, CCT/LSU (Baton
Rouge, Louisiana), CESNET/MU (Brno, Czech Republic)
and iGrid/Calit2 (San Diego, California) participated in
a distributed collaborative session (see Fig. 4). For the
visualization front-end we used a dual Opteron 252, 2.6 GHz,
8 Gbyte RAM, NVidia Quadro FX 4400 graphic card (512
Mbyte video memory) at LSU running a modified version of
Amira [10] for the 3D texture-based volume rendering.

The visualization backend (data server) ran on an IBM
Power5 cluster (14 Nodes, 112 1.9 GHz Power5 processors,
256 Gbyte overall main memory) and a SGI Prism Extreme
(32 Itanium processors, 128 Gbyte shared main memory, 10 Gb
network interface), at LSU. We ran nine data processes each on
one node of the P5 cluster, each process configured to cache
approximately 12 Gbytes of data and one process on the Prism
configured to cache approx. 15 Gbytes of data. The data set
used, a scalar field from a binary black hole simulation, had a
size of 120 Gbytes with 4003 data points at each timestep (4
bytes data/point for a 256 Mbyte/timestep).

In our demonstration, three HARC Acceptors were
deployed. In addition to scheduling ten compute jobs, two
Calient DiamondWave switches (one at LSU, the other at
MCNC) were also scheduled.6

5.2. Results and discussion

The latency induced by the video system is approximately
200 ms.7 Even with network round-trip times of up to
150 ms for the transatlantic connection to Brno the distributed
collaborative environment remains interactive.

The distributed visualization system shows that using a pool
of networked memory can improve the responsiveness of the
visualization application. Our initial measurements showed a
reduction in load time from 5 s and more when using a single
locally mounted filesystem to 1.4–1.5 s per timestep when using
the distributed cache. This is currently limited by the network
transport performance and by the fact that we used only one
processor on the visualization machine for data transfer while
keeping the other one dedicated for visualization.

For data transport to the visualization, our original plan
was to use the GAT streaming API as well as the RBUDP
protocol [11] interfaced by the GAT. This would have enabled
us to hot swap the network protocol during the application
runtime. Unfortunately we encountered a few issues. As
described in [12], RBUDP is not suitable for many-to-one
communications, and as we found out, it is practically unusable
for many-to-one communications when using a single processor
for receiving the data. This is possibly caused by the fact

6 At the time of the demo, these were not connected to any relevant resources.
7 At iGrid we had to use an alternative setup using compressed video

resulting in approximately 2 s latency in the video system. The issue was solved
in time for another demonstration in Seattle during Supercomputing 2005.
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Fig. 4. Remote visualization at iGrid (top). Remote interaction from Brno (bottom).
that the current implementation creates a separate socket for
each incoming connection requiring a process or thread to be
active on each connection at any given time. We will further
investigate this issue to exactly determine the cause of the
problems we encountered. The end-to-end bandwidth observed
by the application (including network transfer using TCP, data
request, endian conversions) was approximately 1.2 Gbps.

5.3. Conclusions and future work

We have developed a collaborative application that exploits
high speed optical networks for interactive, responsive
visualization of huge data sets, over thousands of kilometers,
with high image quality. Co-scheduling of network and
computing resources has been used to guarantee resource
availability.

While currently the data transfer does take most of the
update time when changing a timestep (1.4 s compared to 0.35 s
for transfer to video memory), further optimizations in the
networking implementation might reverse this situation. Also,
as the data size increases beyond the rendering capacity of a
single video card, investigating distributed rendering front-ends
for the visualization becomes a necessity.

One of the lessons learned while using the GAT as well as
the BSD socket API for TCP was that a byte-level streaming
API is not optimal for the block-wise type of data transfer
we are doing. Future efforts will lean towards defining and
incorporating message-based APIs as well as related network
protocols.
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